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As the way we consume information has changed over the last two decades, so too have 
methods of deception and misinformation. It is clear that unlimited access to information has 
been equal parts enlightening and confusing as determining the truth becomes increasingly 
difficult. Despite popular wisdom which suggests that today’s young people are inherently 
skilled at assessing the credibility of online sources, evidence has shown that this could not be 
further from the truth. We can no longer view information literacy as merely a helpful skill for 
writing essays now that fake news and misinformation have proven their powers repeatedly on 
the world stage. It is up to educators to take a stand against misinformation by ensuring that each 
and every student leaves their classroom with the information literacy skills necessary for safety 













Chapter One: Introduction 
 
Problem Statement: Fake news and various other types of misinformation are a serious 
threat in today’s digital world, yet students remain woefully unprepared and lack the 
information literacy skills required to face this challenge.  
 Until very recently in American history, consuming news was a much simpler and more 
straightforward process than it is today. As illustrated by Rose-Stockwell (2019), news in the 
20th century generally came from one of three different types of sources, namely regional radio, 
regional newspapers, or television networks. Since radio stations and newspapers were regional, 
the average American was limited to a few local sources within those mediums. As for 
television, Rose-Stockwell explains, NBC, CBS, and ABC were known as “the big three” due to 
their complete dominance in the American market through most of the century. It was a time 
when citizens of the United States consumed news from a very small number of sources, and 
when claims of biased reporting were taken very seriously (Rose-Stockwell, 2019). According to 
Tompkins (2019), unbiased reporting was considered so important that it was even encoded into 
law, first by the Radio Act of 1927, which stated that broadcasters had to serve the public 
interest, and again in 1949 by the Fairness Doctrine, which required broadcast stations to 
dedicate equal amounts of time to opposing sides of an issue. The importance of fairness is 
highlighted by a 1959 Senate report which said, “Broadcast frequencies are limited, and, 
therefore, they have been necessarily considered a public trust. Every licensee...is mandated to 
operate in the public interest, and has assumed the obligation of presenting important public 
questions fairly and without bias” (Tompkins, 2019, para. 6). Things have certainly changed 
since 1959, and with the rise of cable news and nationally syndicated radio programs throughout 
the 1980s, broadcast frequencies became less limited than they once were. As such, Tompkins 
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(2019) explains, the FCC began dismantling the Fairness Doctrine in 1987, with the final blow 
being dealt in 2011 when all remaining provisions of the doctrine were eliminated. However, this 
was not actually the moment in history when fact and fiction became nearly indistinguishable. 
To understand that, one must go forward in time to the rise of the internet. 
 The way that most Americans, including students, get their news today has perhaps more 
in common with last century’s science fiction than with the actual realities of how people used to 
get information during that time. Gone are the days of relative monopolies on news media, as 
there are now millions of different sources of information. In fact, according to Internet Live 
Stats (n.d.), there were well over 1.5 billion websites in 2016, of which 170 million were 
considered active websites. Unfortunately, this wealth of information has a major downside, 
which is that oftentimes people are no longer able to decipher what is true and what is not. This 
is not a completely new phenomenon, as it has long been understood by most internet users that 
some of the information found online could potentially be inaccurate or unreliable. However, the 
nature of online misinformation has changed drastically in recent years. In 2016, there was an 
awakening of sorts as people quickly learned about the widespread proliferation of fake news 
and the complex systems being used to ensure its effectiveness. People whose biggest internet-
related fears used to be stranger danger and inaccurate Wikipedia quotes were suddenly made 
aware that various governments and organizations from around the world were spending 
incredible amounts of resources to push misinformation via sophisticated networks of fake 
accounts, targeted advertisements, bots, and worst of all, unwitting loved ones (Burston et al., 
2018). Fortunately, the solution to this issue is relatively simple, as fake news can be combated 
by teaching people how to identify and avoid it using information literacy skills. However, the 
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reality is that schools have failed to adequately teach these skills thus far, and as a result, 
students are woefully unprepared for the challenges presented by fake news.  
 
Significance of the Problem 
 It is commonly thought that younger generations are somehow resistant to the various 
strains of misinformation that exist in our interconnected world. Many of today’s youth have 
grown up with easy access to various internet-capable devices, perhaps even owning these 
devices themselves from a young age. Thus, it is logical and not uncommon to believe that these 
“digital natives” would inherently possess various technological skills, including information 
literacy skills. Unfortunately, this is simply not the case. Wineburg, McGrew, Breakstone, and 
Ortega (2016), after completing a study to determine students’ levels of information literacy, had 
this to say: 
We even found ourselves rejecting ideas for tasks because we thought they would be too 
easy. Our first round of piloting shocked us into reality. Many assume that because young 
people are fluent in social media they are equally savvy about what they find there. Our 
work shows the opposite. (p. 7) 
Wineburg’s results show multiple disquieting examples of instances in which students were 
unable to use even basic information literacy skills to identify fake news. In one activity, only 
9% of high school students in an advanced placement history class successfully identified 
MinimumWage.com as a front for an industry lobbyist, despite the fact that a simple Google 
search turns up “a host of...exposés” which reveal this information (Wineburg et al., 2016, p. 5).  
 Even if one accepts that today’s digital natives are indeed susceptible to fake news, they 
may still question whether it is truly necessary to dedicate any significant amount of time to 
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teaching information literacy skills in the classroom. Educators are already stretched thin in their 
attempts to teach large amounts of information using limited time and resources, so why should 
precious class time be spent ensuring that students aren’t duped by internet memes? Is it simply a 
matter of principle? Unfortunately, information literacy is anything but a secondary concern. 
While it would certainly be easier for teachers to stick with the longstanding method of simply 
telling students to avoid using Wikipedia, times have changed so that this is no longer a viable 
option. The potential ramifications of fake news and misinformation cannot be overstated, as 
some of humanity’s most inhumane moments have been driven by the types of propaganda and 
misinformation that have now made their way onto the internet. Much of the fake news we see 
today promotes sexism, racism, antisemitism, violence, fear, and other types of conflict. Take, 
for example, the fake news article that was shared in 2017 after wildfires broke out in California. 
Capitalizing on Islamophobic and anti-immigration sentiments in the United States, the headline 
falsely claimed, “BREAKING: ILLEGAL MUSLIM FROM IRAN ARRESTED FOR 
STARTING CALIFORNIA WILDFIRE” (Nichols, 2017). Interestingly, Nichols points out that 
this fake news story’s origins can be traced back to a satirical news website, where this article 
was shared as parody/satire before being picked up and reworked by highly partisan news sites 
and fake news sites that then marketed it as legitimate news. This type of fake news, spread 
solely to stir up division and hatred, is eerily reminiscent of propaganda from various dark times 
in human history. However, it is important to understand that fake news does not have to lead to 
violence or suffering to be damaging to truth and democracy. One documentary, The Great 
Hack, shows footage from secret marketing materials used by the infamous political consulting 
and data-mining firm, Cambridge Analytica. Netflix UK & Ireland (2019) shows an excerpt from 
this footage in which we hear Cambridge Analytica CEO Alexander Nix, describing the 
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company’s alleged interference in an election in Trinidad and Tobago. In the video, Nix claims it 
was his firm that was responsible for starting a fake grassroots movement called the “Do So!” 
campaign, which sought to decrease voter turnout among black youth in order to sway the 
election in favor of Cambridge Analytica’s client. Nix says this campaign attempted to appeal to 
young people’s desire to be part of a movement by holding rallies and spreading videos, music, 
dances, and information, all of which suggested that black youth “Do so! Don’t vote.” Though 
the original video was intended to be shown to potential clients and should therefore be taken 
with some skepticism, it is worth mentioning that, in the video, Nix excitedly claims this 
campaign successfully decreased 18- to 35-year-old voter turnout by 40%, winning the election 
for the company’s client (Netflix UK & Ireland, 2019). 
It is this type of insidious information warfare that young people face in today’s world. 
What’s worse is that they are expected to face it without first being taught proper information 
literacy skills. The New York State Education Department’s (2017) Next Generation ELA 
standards make a few vague mentions of assessing source credibility in upper grade levels, 
though it is apparent that these few vague mentions are not nearly enough to combat the 
intentional misinformation that has become increasingly common and powerful in our digital 
world. It is clear that students should be better prepared, and that ELA teachers must provide 
explicit and comprehensive information literacy instruction. 
 
Purpose 
 The purpose of this project is to function as a comprehensive guide to teaching 
information literacy. It is my sincere hope that any student who completes this unit under the 
guidance of a caring educator will develop a type of immunity to fake news, misinformation, and 
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propaganda. This guide offers five lesson plans designed to be fun, engaging, and interesting so 
that students can enjoy the learning process while attaining excellence in information literacy. 
These lessons will offer students the opportunity to learn about common psychological processes 
that make people susceptible to misinformation so that they can be aware of these traps and 
fallacies while evaluating their sources of information. In addition, this guide will introduce 
students to four main types of fake news as well as some of the common subcategories. They 
will work with real-world examples of fake news that have already fooled large numbers of 
internet users, so that they are familiar with the tricks used by those looking to misinform. They 
will learn about the various motivations behind each individual type of fake news so that they 
can understand why people might intentionally deceive others. By the end of this guide, students 
will remember to ask themselves cui bono, or “to whose benefit?” Finally, students will learn 
what is perhaps the most important aspect of information literacy in the modern age, which is 
how to be resourceful. There are countless libguides, fact-checking websites, techniques, and 
other resources that can be used to help determine whether information is reliable and accurate. 
In this age of limitless information, it is important that students know how to use these tools 
properly, as well as understand their limitations, so that they can navigate through information at 
a reasonable pace without being taken advantage of. Upon completion of this unit on fake news, 




While technology companies, politicians, and government agencies will hopefully 
continue to develop methods to curb the spread of fake news, we cannot allow them to be our 
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only line of defense against such a serious threat. Facebook (n.d.) itself has acknowledged that it 
cannot prevent all fake news stories from spreading, and recommends that users be skeptical 
when getting their news from social media. More importantly, history has repeatedly shown that 
corporations and governments can frequently be the most powerful sources of misinformation, 
and that allowing these entities to think critically on our behalf has often been an invitation for 
unfathomable human suffering on a large scale. Evidence has shown that while today’s young 
people are frequent and skilled users of new technologies, they are not inherently well-equipped 
to deal with the misinformation tactics that have evolved alongside these technologies. With the 
FBI recently announcing that it will be boosting counterintelligence operations in anticipation of 
further Russian interference in the 2020 Presidential elections, there has never been a better time 
to start taking information literacy seriously (Barnes & Goldman, 2019).  
 
Definition of Terms 
● Algorithms (Social Media) - A procedure/equation that prioritizes information for users, 
creating a personalized experience and/or flow of information 
● Bias - Supporting or opposing a particular side of an issue, usually in an unfair manner  
● Bots - A program, script, or software that performs an automated task 
● Clickbait - A type of fake news in which the article does not deliver on the promise made 
by the headline 
● Climate change/Global warming - A change in the Earth’s climate due to human 
consumption of fossil fuels 
● Curriculum - A course of study 
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● Digital Native - A person who grew up with access to communication and information 
technologies 
● Fabricated News - A type of fake news which is completely invented or made up with no 
basis in fact 
● Facebook - A social networking website which allows users to share photos, videos, 
status updates, links to outside sources, and more 
● Fake News - Refers to various types of news stories that are false, misleading, 
manipulative, or otherwise inaccurate. Does not include unintentional mistakes in 
reporting.  
● Fact-Checking Websites - Websites that check the validity of popular claims on the 
internet 
● Filter Bubble - A phenomenon in which social media algorithms show users information 
that is likely to keep them engaged, creating a feedback loop in which users only see 
information they like and agree with. 
● Information Literacy - A set of skills and abilities that can be used to find and evaluate 
information and sources of information 
● Mainstream Media - Popular and/or established sources of information 
● Native Advertising - Advertising which is designed to look like legitimate news content 
produced by journalists 
● Libguides - Guides and information management systems curated by librarians 
● Meme - A photo, video, phrase, joke template, or other type of online content that is 
shared on the internet with the intention of being humorous  
● Parody - A humorous spoof, remake, or interpretation of a serious piece of content 
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● Partisan - Supporting a particular group or side of an issue, similar to bias 
● Post-truth - An era in which it becomes difficult or impossible to ascertain the truth 
● Sensationalism - Attention grabbing reporting which is often inaccurate, similar to 
clickbait. 
● Smartphone - A portable, internet-capable cell phone, has many of the same properties as 
a computer. 
● Social media - Websites or applications which allow people to connect and share content 
with one another via the internet 
● State-sponsored - Actions (usually negative) performed with the government backing 
● Yellow Journalism - Journalism which relies on sensationalism 
 
Summary Statement 
 It was once widely believed that the internet and other communication technologies 
would have a uniformly positive impact on the world. However, recent years have revealed that 
the situation is far more complicated than most had anticipated. We now know that the internet 
can be a powerful tool for spreading knowledge, or a dangerous weapon capable of spreading 
misinformation. Similarly, social media can connect people across great distances, or divide 
people living under the same roof. Gone are the days when nearly all information would be fact-
checked prior to being released to the public by a few media outlets. Today, anybody with an 
internet connection can share information instantly, with verification only occurring afterwards. 
Despite the commonly held belief that today’s young people would be inherently skilled at 
navigating this digital world, evidence has shown that the opposite is true. Thus far, corporate 
and political entities have been unsuccessful at defending the general population from 
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information warfare. As such, it is the duty of educators to ensure that all students are equipped 
with the information literacy skills that are necessary for safety and success in a post-truth 
society.  
 
Chapter Two: Literature Review 
 
Misinformation at our Fingertips 
Much of the literature on information literacy published prior to 2016 seems to carry with 
it a certain innocence—and perhaps even naivety—that is noticeably absent in post-2016 
explorations of the same topic.  What is most noticeable,  though, is that post-2016 articles begin 
including frequent mentions of the term “fake news.” Not coincidentally, “post-truth” was 
declared by the Oxford Dictionaries to be 2016’s word of the year (Suliman, 2016). Fake news 
has been implicated in everything from Britain’s surprising decision to leave the European Union 
to Donald Trump’s highly controversial presidential campaign, as well as in various other world-
changing events in recent history. It certainly seems that 2016 will indeed be remembered as the 
start of the post-truth era. This paradigm shift is illustrated in a New York Times article by 
Schulten and Brown in which they describe how, in 2015, they had to convince teachers that 
information literacy was an important skill. In a 2017 update to the same article, they say, “Now, 
however, we doubt that we need to convince anyone” (Schulten & Brown, 2017, para. 2). Fake 
news is, in essence at least, nothing new. What is new, though, is the way today's fake news has 
suddenly and drastically changed the entire discourse surrounding information literacy. In order 





A History of Fake News 
 Although various definitions exist, fake news is generally agreed upon as news that is 
false, misleading, manipulative, or otherwise intentionally inaccurate. As noted in A Citizen’s 
Guide to Fake News, it is important to keep this definition broad enough to encompass various 
types of false news stories, but specific enough to exclude things like unintentional mistakes in 
reporting, rumors from non-news sources, and “sweeping indictments of mainstream media” by 
those who improperly utilize the term to discredit reporting that they find unflattering (Burston et 
al., 2018, para. 5). Fake news, while perhaps a relatively new term, describes a phenomenon 
which has likely been around at least as long as the written word. According to Burkhardt 
(2017), there is even evidence of a fake news smear campaign against Justinian, the Emperor of 
Eastern Rome, in the year 554 AD. Burkhardt goes on to explain that after the invention of the 
printing press and subsequent increases in literacy rates, writers began seeing economic 
incentives to create content. Generally, people were paid to write real news, while other times 
they were paid to write information that would be beneficial for their employer in some way. 
Then, of course, there were those like Edgar Allen Poe, who reportedly published at least six 
fake news stories in the early 1800s as a type of hoax (Burkhardt, 2017). Burston says that 
around this same time, Joseph Pulitzer and William Randolph Hearst were battling each other for 
newspaper sales with sensationalist headlines in a practice that would later be known as “yellow 
journalism.” This type of fake news, while perhaps unprincipled, was not nearly as nefarious as 
the antisemitic propaganda that would later come from the Nazi Party during World War II 
(Burston et al., 2018). All of this is to say that fake news has always been a problem, but what 
makes today’s fake news different than that of the past is the way it is created and shared. Rose-
Stockwell (2019) observes that prior to the internet, the news business was much closer to a 
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monopoly in that there were a small number of television, radio, and newspaper sources that 
broadcast the same news to everyone in the country through one large pipeline. Now, Rose-
Stockwell indicates, our news comes from thousands of different sources and is delivered to 
select people via online news feeds which are personalized by computer algorithms. The goal of 
these algorithms is to keep people engaged with online content, which leads to the curation of 
news stories that people like and agree with, regardless of their accuracy. Thus, opposing 
opinions and uncomfortable truths are filtered out, resulting in what is known as a “filter bubble” 
(Rose-Stockwell, 2019). Filter bubbles, smartphones, computers, and most notably, the internet, 
have fundamentally changed the way we consume information, thus changing the way we are 
affected by fake news.  
 
Types of Fake News 
While there is disagreement on the exact number of fake news categories that exist and 
where to draw the dividing lines between each type, there are four main types that are frequently 
mentioned, as well as a handful of subcategories which can overlap with one another at times. 
The four main categories which will be the focus of this paper include: 
1. Parody/satire news 
2. Clickbait/sensational news 
3. Highly partisan/biased news 
4. Outright invented news 
 
 Parody/satire news is very common in the age of the internet. It is also often, though not 
always, the easiest to detect. According to Tandoc, Lim, and Ling (2018), The Onion is one of 
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the most common examples of this type of fake news. It is a parody news website containing 
headlines that are meant to be humorous, such as the headline proclaiming that Kim Jong Un had 
been declared the sexiest man alive. However, these parody stories are sometimes taken 
seriously and shared as real news. Take for example the previously mentioned headline about 
Kim Jong Un, which inspired The People’s Daily in China to run a 55-page photo spread of Kim 
Jong Un after the headline was taken at face value (Tandoc et al., 2018). For more examples of 
this phenomenon, one need only visit a subreddit called r/AteTheOnion 
(www.reddit.com/r/atetheonion). On this subreddit, Reddit users share screenshots of instances 
in which people, usually on social media, are caught taking satirical/parody news stories at face 
value. Currently, the most upvoted post of all time on this subreddit comes from Reddit user 
tonsofun44 (2019). It contains a screenshot of an article from The Onion with the headline, “FBI 
Uncovers Al Qaeda Plot To Just Sit Back And Enjoy Collapse Of United States.” In the same 
screenshot, a Twitter user can be seen commenting, “Whatever. It won’t be the United States 
collapsing… it’ll be your biased reporting” (tonsofun44, 2019).  This is one example of many in 
which we can see that parody articles can functionally become fake news.  
 Clickbait and/or sensational news articles are another form of fake news that have 
become increasingly common with the rise of the internet. Similar to yellow journalism, these 
articles utilize headlines that are sensational or incomplete in order to get internet users to click 
on the story, thus bringing in advertising revenue for the host website and/or author. McNeal 
(2015) describes an instance in which a YouTube video titled “Zach Wahls Speaks About 
Family” got roughly 1 million views when it was initially posted. When the same video was 
shared with the title “Two Lesbians Raised a Baby and This Is What They Got,” that same video 
was viewed 17 million times. McNeal explains that oftentimes these headlines are “succinct, 
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bold, [and] absurd,” and that the content is unable to back up what the headline has promised (p. 
28). In a New York Times article, Tavernise (2016) speaks to a conservative Republican, referred 
to as Mr. Montgomery, about his news consumption. At one point during the discussion, Mr. 
Montgomery talks about having clicked on a headline which read “The wait is over: Hillary’s 
being indicted.” He expressed disappointment after realizing that the body of the article said 
nothing about Hillary Clinton actually being indicted (Tavernise, 2016). Unfortunately, not all 
readers have the same information literacy skills as Mr. Montgomery, and disappointment is not 
the only negative consequence of Clickbait articles and misleading headlines. A study by 
Gabielkov, Ramachandran, Chainteau, and Legout (2016) found that 59% of articles shared on 
Twitter had not be clicked on, which suggests they were not read by the users who shared them. 
This finding is troubling enough on its own, but when one considers the implications of pairing 
this behavior with Clickbait and misleading headlines, it becomes clear that this is a serious issue 
worth addressing.  
Sponsored content and native advertising are two types of fake news that are often 
subcategorized as types of clickbait. While sponsored content is generally marked as such, native 
advertising can be much more subtle. Native advertising is advertising that is designed to look 
like content produced by journalists (Schauster, Ferrucci, & Neill, 2016). As Tandoc explains, 
native advertising “takes advantage of the news format… to confer more legitimacy to its one-
sided claims” (Tandoc et al., 2017, p. 146). An example of this can be found in a native 
advertising piece published by The New York Times in 2014. Schauster described the article as an 
“impeccably reported expose on women in prison that could stand on its own as a piece of 
quality journalism” (Schauster et al., 2016, p. 1409)  Unfortunately, this piece was not standing 
on its own. Instead, it was simultaneously a legitimate news story and a native advertisement for 
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Netflix’s television series, Orange is the New Black. The problem with this, of course, is that 
journalists and advertisers often have—and should have—different goals. Similarly, readers have 
different expectations for advertisements and news stories. Thus, making news stories and 
advertisements one in the same is almost certainly a recipe for trouble, not to mention unethical.  
 Highly partisan or biased news is very common and can come from a variety of different 
mediums. While everyone— and therefore all news—has implicit biases, this category of fake 
news refers to a specific type of biased news. According to the European Association for 
Viewers Interests, or EAVI, this type of fake news uses emotional language, is ideological in 
nature, includes interpretations of facts, and privileges facts that support the intended narrative 
while ignoring others (EAVI, 2017). EAVI suggests that this type of news is mainly driven by 
politics, power, and/or passion. In other words, while this news can be created with bad 
intentions, it can also be created by people who are legitimately passionate about an issue. Xiang 
and Sarvary (2007) describe how two biased news articles can both be factually correct but, 
through omission and differing emphasis, still convey very different messages from one another. 
Contrary to EAVI, Xiang and Sarvary claim that media bias is driven by demand from 
consumers. Still, it is easy to see how this type of news, regardless of underlying motives, can be 
insidious and challenging to identify. A clear-cut example of highly partisan/biased news can be 
found in Fox News Channel’s coverage of climate change. An empirical study by Ahern and 
Formentin found that Fox News Channel “exhibits bias toward excessive coverage of the global 
warming issue... in an effort to emphasize the idea that the science of global warming is 
unsettled” (Ahern & Formentin, 2016, p. 61). This means that Fox News Channel continued to 
portray global warming as not being scientifically proven despite the results of a 2013 study 
which found that 97% of climate scientists agreed that global warming was real and that it was 
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caused by humans (Cook et al., 2013). It is worth pointing out that Fox News Channel is 
certainly not the only popular news channel that is guilty of exhibiting bias. A 2008 study which 
examined Fox, ABC, CBS, and NBC found “substantial evidence for [partisan] bias in news 
choices across the four outlets” (Groeling, 2008, p. 1). Many would argue that cable news 
sources have become even more polarized and biased in the years since these findings, though 
this is one area in which research is still needed.  
 Outright invented news, sometimes called fabricated news, is often considered to be the 
most egregious type of fake news. According to Tandoc et al. (2018), outright invented news is 
similar to other previously mentioned types of fake news in that it uses a traditional editorial 
format in order to appear credible. However, unlike biased news it has no factual basis, and 
unlike parody there is no expectation that the reader would understand this news to be fictional. 
Instead, sources that create fabricated news often do so with the intention of misinforming 
(Tandoc et al., 2018). The motivations for creating this type of news usually include money, 
power, and/or political gain (EAVI, 2017; Tandoc et al., 2018). Take for example the case of 
Cameron Harris. According to Shane (2017), Harris was a 23-year-old college graduate who 
wrote a fake news story with the headline, “BREAKING: ‘Tens of thousands’ of fraudulent 
Clinton votes found in Ohio warehouse.” This headline and the accompanying news story were 
completely fictional. However, this did not stop people from clicking on and sharing this story. 
Because there were advertisements placed on the website that hosted this deceptive news article, 
Harris made about $5,000 in advertising revenue within a few days of creating the article (Shane, 
2017).  
It is important to note that fabricated news is not exclusively the product of American 
citizens looking to get rich. In fact, many of the particularly grievous examples of fake news 
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from the time leading up to the 2016 U.S. Presidential elections were created and shared by 
Russia’s Internet Research Agency. According to Abrams (2019), state-sponsored Russian actors 
used a network of fake social media accounts to share intentionally divisive content, including 
many fake news stories, with American voters. An indictment brought by Special Prosecutor 
Robert Mueller referred to the Internet Research Agency’s activities as “information warfare 
against the United States of America” (Abrams, 2019, para. 29). Here it becomes clear that the 
dangers of fake news cannot simply be relegated to the realm of the philosophical, and must 
instead be understood as a very real danger to democracy as we know it.  
 
Is Fake News Effective? 
Is fake news effective? The answer is, overwhelmingly, yes. Fake news is effective on 
people of all ages, despite the popular belief that young people who had never known a world 
without internet and cell phones would be somehow immune. As explained in a study by Šorgo, 
Bartol, Dolnicar, and Boh Podgornik (2017), young people who had grown up alongside 
information and communication technology have often been described as “digital natives.” It 
was thought by many that digital natives would have a deeper understanding of these 
technologies that would translate into better information literacy skills than those of previous 
generations. Unfortunately, this did not pan out. Their study found that not only was one’s status 
as a digital native a poor predictor of information literacy, but also that owning devices such as 
smartphones and computers had no direct impact on information literacy. In addition, they found 
that owning a tablet computer may actually be a negative predictor of information literacy (Šorgo 
et al., 2017). Meanwhile, a study by Wineburg, McGrew, Breakstone, and Ortega (2016) 
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revealed results that, in addition to being described by the researchers as “bleak,” elicited this 
response: 
We would hope that middle school students could distinguish an ad from a news story. 
By high school, we would hope that students reading about gun laws would notice that a 
chart came from a gun owners’ political action committee. And, in 2016, we would hope 
college students, who spend hours each day online, would look beyond a .org URL and 
ask who’s behind a site that presents only one side of a contentious issue. But in every 
case and at every level, we were taken aback by students’ lack of preparation.  
(Wineburg et al., 2016, p. 4). 
 
In one particularly striking example from this study, middle school students were asked 
to differentiate between news stories and advertisements. While roughly 75% of students were 
able to identify traditional advertisements, more than 80% believed that native advertisements 
marked by the words “sponsored content” were legitimate news stories (Wineburg et al., 2016). 
Of course, if the impact of fake news ended with people being fooled, it would not be such an 
important issue. Unfortunately, a combination of fake news and poor information literacy skills 
does in fact carry a very real potential for consequences. For example, Robb (2018) describes 
how a complex web of memes, social media, and fake news convinced a number of Alt-Right 
internet users that a pizzeria in Washington, D.C. was actually a front for a child sex-trafficking 
ring led by Hillary Clinton. This resulted in one man entering the restaurant with a 
semiautomatic rifle, a handgun, and a knife. The man fired shots inside the pizzeria before being 
arrested, though luckily nobody was hurt (Robb, 2018). While this story demonstrates how fake 
news can have serious consequences on the individual level, a recent study by Gunther (2018) 
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shows how fake news can impact society on a much larger scale. The results of Gunther’s study 
suggest that fake news may have actually had a large enough impact on people’s voting 
behaviors to have changed the outcome of the 2016 U.S. Presidential Election. Though some 
may be tempted to call this wishful thinking on the part of Hillary Clinton supporters, it is worth 
noting that Clinton lost the presidency by a slim margin of 77,744 votes in three key 
battleground states, thus making this a real possibility (Gunther, 2018). Regardless of one’s 
personal politics, it seems reasonable to argue that fake news should not be the deciding factor of 
any presidency—Democrat, Republican, or otherwise—in a democratic society.   
 
Why are we Fooled by Fake News? 
According to Musgrove, Powers, Rebar, and Musgrove (2018), there are a few key 
psychological factors that allow people, including students, to be fooled by fake news. First, the 
authors describe the problem of familiarity. Essentially, people are more likely to believe 
something when they hear it echoed by a large number of people. Since a lot of fake news is 
shared by bots repeatedly, fake news becomes familiar and therefore more believable. Next, the 
authors explain a related concept called the availability heuristic, which suggests that things we 
can easily recall are more likely to be rated by our brains as true. The authors observe that one 
example of this is that people find it easy to remember airplane disasters, which leads them to 
mistakenly believe that traveling by plane is dangerous. Musgrove et al. then discuss 
confirmation bias, which simply suggests that people tend to believe information which confirms 
their existing beliefs, while doubting information that challenges these beliefs. Finally, the 
authors describe a phenomenon called “source blindness.” This occurs when a person remembers 
a story, but cannot remember where they heard it. This may explain how parody news can 
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sometimes be remembered as true (Musgrove et al., 2018). Meanwhile, Burkhardt (2017) also 
describes a few psychological factors that may account for people’s willingness to buy into fake 
news. One thing Burkhardt mentions is the “Dunning-Kruger Effect.” This effect was discovered 
during experiments which showed that people who know relatively little about a subject tend to 
be overconfident in their knowledge of that subject. In addition, Burkhardt explains that people 
tend to trust their friends. Since students often rely heavily on social media and their friend 
network for information, this can make them vulnerable to misinformation. Burkhardt then 
explains states that people have a tendency to believe the first thing they read/hear about a topic, 
and remember things that they hear repeated most often (Burkhardt, 2017). Finally, and perhaps 
most importantly, McRaney (2011) describes what is known as the “backfire effect.” This effect 
occurs when people who are presented with information that is contrary to their beliefs, double 
down on their preexisting beliefs instead of incorporating this new information into their 
worldview. The backfire effect explains why it is so difficult to change people’s minds, 
especially once they have already adopted radical and/or unscientific views. Since the internet 
and fake news are constantly evolving, this is certainly an area in which more research is needed. 
Still, it is clear that the human mind is in some ways programmed to be susceptible to many 
different types of fake news. It is for this reason that information literacy skills must be explicitly 
taught at all levels of education. 
  
Fighting Fake News 
 In light of recent events, a number of tech companies have begun to fight back against 
fake news. According to Frenkel and Rosenberg (2018, para. 1), “Eight of the tech industry’s 
most influential companies, in anticipation of a repeat of the Russian meddling that occurred 
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during the 2016 presidential campaign, met with United States intelligence officials [in 2018] to 
discuss preparations for this year’s midterm elections.”. Companies in attendance included 
Apple, Amazon, Facebook, Google, Microsoft, Oath, Snap, and Twitter, all of whom are taking 
steps in an attempt to prevent a repeat of 2016 (Frenkel & Rosenberg, 2018). Meanwhile, 
Facebook’s Vice President, Adam Mosseri, wrote a blog post claiming Facebook was going to 
start combating fake news with a three-pronged approach. According to that blog post, the 
company wants to disrupt economic incentives for fake news, build new products to stop the 
spread of fake news, and help users make informed decisions when they encounter fake news 
(Mosseri, 2017). In addition, Facebook (n.d.) added a support page to their website titled “Tips to 
Spot Fake News,” which contains suggestions for users such as checking sources and dates, 
looking for strange formatting, and thinking critically about news stories. Mosseri says that while 
Facebook will do everything it can to stop fake news, users should still take steps to be prepared 
for when they encounter fake news stories (Mosseri, 2017). This seems to implicitly 
acknowledge something echoed by many scholars and journalists who work on this issue, which 
is that we cannot rely on others to be information literate for us.  
 According to Musgrove et al. (2018), teachers and librarians are in a unique position to 
teach information literacy skills, one which they should take advantage of. Burkhardt (2017) 
advocates that teachers, when designing a curriculum for information literacy, should focus on 
teaching concepts and skills rather than focusing on one specific tool. Burkhardt emphasizes that, 
since there are a large number of tools available, it would take too long to teach every single one. 
Instead, teachers can make better use of their time by providing students with a broader 
understanding of how to use databases, libguides, fact-checking websites, and a variety of other 
resources. In addition, Burkhardt says it is important that students understand the previously 
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mentioned psychological processes that make people susceptible to fake news. The idea is that if 
students understand these psychological processes, they can begin to practice skepticism and 
critical thinking (Burkhardt, 2017). Musgrove et al. (2018) also comment on the importance of 
teaching students to think critically about information, noting that students should be explicitly 
taught to verify facts and consider sources and motives. Finally, Wineburg et al. (2016) suggest 
teachers select a curriculum that will develop students’ civic online reasoning skills and raise 
awareness of the problems surrounding information literacy.  
Information literacy skills are likely to become increasingly important as technology 
becomes more integrated into our daily lives. Thus, it is necessary for educators to explicitly 
teach these skills and stand as a crucial line of defense against fake news and misinformation. As 
Wineburg states, “Never have we had so much information at our fingertips. Whether this bounty 
will make us smarter and better informed or more ignorant and narrow-minded will depend on 
our awareness of this problem and our educational response to it.” (Wineburg et al., 2016, p. 5).  
 
Chapter Three: Application 
 
 With the threat of fake news looming large against unprepared citizens around the globe, 
it is clear that educators must get involved and take action. It is my belief that English teachers 
are tasked with teaching students to consume, analyze, and produce information in all of its 
many forms. Thus, it is English teachers in particular who should lead the charge to prepare 
students for the types of misinformation and disinformation that they will be faced with 
throughout their lives. It is no longer enough to practice only basic information literacy skills, 
nor is it enough to have students practice these skills in theory alone. Instead, students must learn 
a wide range of information literacy skills and practice applying them to situations which they 
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will encounter in today’s digital world. It is for these reasons that I have created a unit comprised 
of five lesson plans, as well as one alternative lesson plan, which will help students build and 
hone a portfolio of skills and knowledge related to information literacy. By the end of this unit, 
students will have completed an “information literacy guide,” which they will be able to keep for 
future reference.  
 Lesson one provides students with an introduction to the concept of fake news. It begins 
with unsuspecting students being led astray by intentionally misleading websites which illustrate 
to students how easily one can be duped by misinformation. By the end of the lesson, students 
will have a basic understanding of fake news, which they will use as a foundation for the rest of 
the unit. Lesson two requires students to understand and identify various types of misleading 
news, as well as the motivations which drive people to create and publish each type. It is my 
hope that this lesson will result in a population who asks themselves, “Who benefits from me 
reading this?” In lesson three, students will explore the psychological reasons behind why human 
beings are vulnerable to false and misleading information. In lesson four, students will learn how 
to defend themselves against fake news. They will research various information literacy skills 
and techniques that will reduce their susceptibility to false information. They will also engage in 
peer learning, sharing what they have learned with their classmates so that the class as a whole 
might increase its immunity. Finally, in lesson 5, students will put their skills to the test by using 
what they have learned to create a case study on a news article in order to determine its validity. 
This list of ten articles, from which students will be assigned one, is authentic in the sense that all 
articles were found on parts of the internet that students may encounter in everyday usage. In 
other words, while some of the articles are real and others misleading, none are specifically 
designed to be teaching tools. This allows students to practice these skills in a way that reflects 
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real life. As a bonus or alternative assignment, I have included an optional lesson plan which 
tasks students with creating their own fake news article. This will allow students to view 
misinformation from a different perspective, which will hopefully help them to think critically 
if/when they find themselves consuming questionable information. Overall, it is my sincere hope 
that this unit will give students the necessary tools to be responsible consumers of information, 
both in the real and digital worlds they occupy.  
  
Lesson 1: What is Fake News? 
New York State Next Generation Common Core Standards 
11-12R1: Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says 
explicitly/implicitly and make logical inferences, including determining where the text is 
ambiguous; develop questions for deeper understanding and for further exploration. (RI&RL)  
11-12R3: In informational texts, analyze a complex set of ideas or sequence of events and 
explain how specific individuals, ideas, or events interact and develop. (RI) 
11-12R4: Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including 
figurative and connotative meanings. Analyze the impact of specific word choices on meaning, 
tone, and mood, including words with multiple meanings. Analyze how an author uses and 




1. I can explain the concept of fake news 
2. I can explain the concept of a filter bubble 






1. Teacher should not introduce learning objectives just yet, and should instead wait until 
after the anticipatory set.  
2. Teacher will task students with visiting one of the following three websites. These can be 
assigned individually based on each student’s needs, or the teacher can choose one 
website for all students to visit depending on the needs of the class as a whole. 
a. https://www.allaboutexplorers.com/explorers/ (Less challenging) 
b. http://www.deadlysins.com/guinea-worm (More challenging) 
c. http://www.dhmo.org/ (Most challenging) 
3. Students will spend five minutes conducting research on their assigned website, after 
which the class will regroup.  
4. Students will raise their hands to share any interesting information they learned from 
their website.  
5. If students have not already figured it out, teacher will explain to students that these 
websites are fictional and/or misleading, and that they exist as educational tools to teach 
people about the dangers of misinformation on the internet.  
a. All About Explorers provides a mix of true and false/absurd information about 
famous historical explorers.  
b. The Save the Guinea Worm Foundation website mimics conservationist literature, 
and presents the Guinea Worm as an endangered species which needs to be saved 
from extinction. In reality, the Guinea Worm is a dangerous parasite which can 
infect humans and cause permanent, painful disability. 
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c. The DHMO website mimics sensationalist news and conspiracy theorist literature. 
This website details the dangers of a chemical known as dihydrogen monoxide. 
While many of its claims about the effects of the chemical are technically true, 
dihydrogen monoxide is actually another name for water. 
6. Teacher will provide students with their learning objectives for this lesson and move on 
to the main activity.  
Activity: 
 
Students will visit https://www.webwise.ie/teachers/what-is-fake-news/ and watch the 
video at the top of the page. They will then read the article (Webwise, 2018) and 
complete part one of their Information Literacy Guides This can be done individually or 
in small groups.  
Closing: 
 
Teacher will review part one of students’ Information Literacy Guides with the class as a 
whole. Students should be encouraged to ask questions and discuss any prior knowledge 
or personal experience they have with fake news/misinformation. If a student asks a 
question to which the teacher does not immediately know the answer, the class can work 
together using other resources (books, the internet, etc.) to find a reputable source which 
provides an answer. It is important that students have a general understanding of fake 
news/misinformation in order to progress in this unit.  
Assessment 
 
Informal: Teacher will observe and interact with students as they read the article and 
complete part one of their Information Literacy Guides. Teacher should use student 














Information Literacy Guide Part One 
 
Directions: Please answer the following questions based on the fake news video and 
accompanying article. Underline answers that you find in the article, and label them with the 
number of the question to which they are relevant. 
 

























6. Google and Facebook have started making efforts to cut off advertising revenue to fake 













Lesson 2: Types of Fake and Misleading News 
New York State Next Generation Common Core Standards 
 
11-12R6: Analyze how authors employ point of view, perspective, and purpose, to shape explicit 
and implicit messages (e.g., persuasiveness, aesthetic quality, satire, sarcasm, irony, or 
understatement). (RI&RL) 
11-12R5: In informational texts, analyze the impact and evaluate the effect structure has on 
exposition or argument in terms of clarity, persuasive/rhetorical technique, and audience appeal. 
(RI) 
11-12R9: Choose and develop criteria in order to evaluate the quality of texts. Make connections 




1. I can describe six types of fake or misleading news 
2. I can describe the motivations behind six types of fake or misleading news 




1. Students will visit http://getbadnews.com/#intro and play the computer game “Bad 
News” 
2. When finished, class should regroup and students should be encouraged to discuss their 
experience with the game. Teacher is encouraged to lead a brief, informal class 
discussion, and can guide the discussion with questions such as: 
a. What was your final score? 
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b. What strategy did you use to try and win this game? 
c. What did this teach you about misinformation and fake news? 
d. Was this game realistic? Do you think people really publish stories like this 
online? 
e. Why do you think people fall for these types of stories? 
Activity: 
 
1. Teacher will hand out the Information Literacy Guide Part Two and have students take 
turns reading aloud from the infographic on the first page. Students should be encouraged 
to raise their hands if they have comments, questions, or examples of specific types of 
misleading news that are mentioned on this infographic.  
2. After the class has finished reviewing the infographic, teacher will ask students to turn to 
the practice section of their Information Literacy Guide Part Two. Next, students will 
break up into small groups to complete this section. Using the Misleading News 
Infographic, students will work together to identify various types of fake/misleading 
news and the motivations behind each type.  
Closing: 
 
When all groups are finished with the practice section in part two of their Information 
Literacy Guides, each group will choose one group member to act as a representative for 
their group. Each representative will read aloud from their worksheet and identify the 
type and motivation of one fake news example.  
Assessment 
 
Informal: The practice section of the Information Literacy Guide should be used to check 
students’ understanding of the various types of fake news, but can also be graded for 
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completion. Incorrect answers should be corrected, but not graded, as students have not 


























































Directions: Using the “Beyond Fake News” infographic, identify each type of fake/misleading 






Type of misleading news: __________________________ 
 








Type of misleading news: __________________________ 
 
















Type of misleading news: __________________________ 
 









Type of misleading news: __________________________ 
 












Type of misleading news: __________________________ 
 










Type of misleading news: __________________________ 
 







Lesson 3: Why do People Fall for Fake News? 
New York State Next Generation Common Core Standards 
 
11-12R1: Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says 
explicitly/implicitly and make logical inferences, including determining where the text is 
ambiguous; develop questions for deeper understanding and for further exploration. (RI&RL)  
11-12R4: Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including 
figurative and connotative meanings. Analyze the impact of specific word choices on meaning, 
tone, and mood, including words with multiple meanings. Analyze how an author uses and 
refines the meaning of technical or key term(s) over the course of a text. (RI&RL) 
11-12SL1: Initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions with diverse 
partners on complex topics, texts, and issues; express ideas clearly and persuasively, and build 
on those of others. 
11-12L4: Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and 




1. I can complete a close-reading of the article excerpt 
 
2. I can understand at least 3 reasons why people believe misinformation/fake news 
 















2. Teacher will lead a class discussion in which students are invited to discuss what they 
think about this quote. Questions the teacher can ask include: 
a. What do you think this quote means? 
b. How does this relate to what we have been learning about fake and misleading 
news? 
c. Do you agree with this quote? If so, why do you think that lies travel faster than 
truth? 
3. After about 3 minutes of class discussion, teacher will reveal to students that Mark Twain 
did not actually say this, and that instead it is a famous quote that is commonly 
misattributed to him (Chokshi, 2017) 
4. Teacher will continue class discussion for about 2-3 more minutes, asking the following 
questions: 
a. Why is it ironic that this quote is commonly misattributed to Mark Twain? 






1. Teacher will begin this activity by handing out part three of students’ Information 
Literacy Guides.  
2. Teacher will separate students into small groups (2-4 students per group). Some groups 
will be given Excerpt 1 (Burkhardt, 2017), while others will be given Excerpt 2 
(Musgrove et al., 2018). It is recommended that reluctant readers and English language 
learners form a group with the teacher and read from Excerpt 1, as it provides fewer 
language challenges.  
3. As students read their excerpt, they will complete the relevant section from part three of 
their Information Literacy Guides. 
Example: Group A reads Excerpt 1 and completes section 1 of the Information 
Literacy Guide Part Three. Group B reads Excerpt 2 and completes section 2 of 
the Information Literacy Guide. 
Closing: 
 
Peer Learning: When groups have finished reading and completed their section in part 
three of their Information Literacy Guides, each group will be instructed to meet with 
another group that read the opposite excerpt. Each group will share what they learned 
with the other group so that the other group can use this information to compete the rest 
of part three of their Information Literacy Guides 
Assessment 
 
Formative: Part three of students’ Information Literacy Guides should be used to gauge 
students’ understanding of reasons that may cause people to fall for fake or misleading 
news. Teacher may choose to grade this portion of the Information Literacy Guides for 
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completion or correctness, with point values being assigned based on the teacher’s 













































Information Literacy Guide Part Three 
Section 1 (information found in excerpt 1) 
 
Directions: Answer the following questions. Underline information in your article excerpt when 
you use it to answer these questions.  
 










































Section 2 (information found in excerpt 2) 
 
Define the following terms. Underline information in your article excerpt when you use it to 
define these terms. 
 







































Article Excerpt 1 
 
Teach Information or Media Literacy 
 
Students today have never lived in a world without computers and cellphones. They have 
always been immersed in technology and bombarded with information. This is normal for them. 
They use technology easily and accept new technology readily. They are willing to experiment 
and are quick to discard anything that is not entertaining or that takes too long to complete. They 
live in a world of 3-D, virtual reality, and predictive searching. They have a preference for visual 
rather than written material. They skim the surface of the information they receive, rather than 
doing a deep dive to thoroughly research a topic. They expect technology to work for them, at 
lightning speed, without the need for instruction or intervention. Most people are confident that 
they know more than they do.  
Experiments conducted by David Dunning and Justin Kruger in 1999 showed that people 
who know relatively little about a subject are overconfident about their level of expertise in it. 
The “Dunning-Kruger effect” finds that students and others overestimate what they know, 
despite knowing that they lack experience or knowledge of the subject. People in general tend to 
trust their social media friends, and students in particular tend to rely on social media for their 
information. The sources of information they trust are the ones their friends share with them. The 
expertise of the author, the possible bias of the producer, the geographic location of the creator, 
the facts that back up an assertion or claim, all take a back seat to the credibility of their friend 
network. This makes them particularly susceptible to manipulation. If they happen to have 





Helping individuals learn to be information—or media—literate is one of the single most 
important skills we can offer. It translates into the ability to understand, control, and apply 
information. In order to combat fake news, the first step should be to start teaching students early 
in their education. By the time students get to high school, which is typically the first place they 
encounter “information literacy” today, their learning habits are ingrained. We need to teach 
basic information literacy skills much earlier in life, and we need to repeat lessons throughout a 
student’s education. 
Psychologically, the first thing we see or hear about a topic is what we remember as true. 
The more times we hear something repeated, the more likely it is that we will remember it, even 
if it is not true. 
… 
[I]t is easy to find information, but is it not always easy to determine if that information 
came from an expert and trustworthy source. Students should understand that information 
coming from an expert source will be more reliable than information coming from an unknown 
source. Teachers should provide guidelines for students to use in identifying and selecting 
information supplied by experts. 
As students reach high school, their tendency is to rely less on the expertise of their 
teachers and rely more on their friends. This is problematic in terms of fake news because many 
students get their news only from their social media newsfeed. Teens often share news they have 
received via social media because a headline or a picture, rather than the actual content of an 
article, has caught their attention. They are often unaware that they are receiving information 
from bots driven by algorithms based on the likes, shares, and clicks at their social media pages. 
They are often unaware that the information they see can be influenced by nonhuman actors. 
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Students often do not seek out alternate sources of information, nor do they compare information 
to see how details might differ. We need to encourage them to do so and show them how. 
Technological interventions that are entertaining as well as instructive can help to get 
information across to teens. 
 







































Article Excerpt 2 
 
Psychology and Fake News 
 
Discriminating real from fake news is not easy. It takes thinking, and anytime you ask 
people to think, cognitive biases come to the top. Classic psychology tries to teach thinking, 
sometimes even critical thinking, and warning people about the cognitive biases that can often 
affect individuals when they try to think. 
During the 2016 presidential campaign, social media was flooded with internet robots 
called “bots.” A bot is a piece of computer software designed to automate a task; they are not 
new and are used for variety of tasks. Search engines use bots to scan internet content and 
categorize it by keywords and phrases. Social media bots are strategically placed and created to 
amplify the volume of information, with high volume equaling more believability. Sometimes 
this is done by simply retweeting information. Other times fake personas are created that have 
characteristics of the group they are trying to influence, and they create the message. 
Individuals tend to judge the believability of information based on familiarity. That is, the 
more familiar it is, the more believable it is based on the notion “I’ve heard about that,” without 
necessarily remembering whether the source was legitimate or not. Jacoby et al. (1989) found 
that non-famous names were mistaken as famous 24 hours later, as subjects unconsciously used 
the “I’ve heard it before” heuristic to determine fame. When bots flood the Twitter-verse with a 
story, it is easy to see how similar unconscious processes might raise the level of credibility of 
fake news. 
Another key heuristic involved in believability is the availability heuristic. Things that 
are easily brought to the forefront of memory are given special status (Tversky and Kahneman 
1974). For example, many people believe that air travel is especially dangerous, when in fact it is 
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not (US Department of Transportation 2017). Individuals can easily recall airplane disasters from 
9/11 compared to the more recent engine failure on Southwest Airlines. The reality is that since 
9/11 there have been only a few US carriers involved in crashes that have included fatalities. 
Train accidents in the USA are more common. More people have died or had injuries in train 
accidents than air accidents (US Department of Transportation 2017), but people usually do not 
see trains as significantly more dangerous than planes because of the availability heuristic. 
Confirmation bias is another important issue to consider when questioning the validity of 
news. If one were to attempt to identify a single problematic aspect of human reasoning that 
deserves attention above all others, the confirmation bias would have to be among the candidates 
for consideration (Nickerson 1998). Confirmation bias is the interpretation of information in a 
way that it fits with an individual’s existing beliefs and expectations. It is often easy to believe 
facts that reinforce your beliefs.Confirmation bias is certainly involved in identifying real and 
fake news.This simple heuristic suggests that if the news article agrees with what you think, then 
it is good, and if it disagrees with what you think then, it is fake. 
One must be cautious, though, when using the content of the news story to evaluate the 
veracity of that story. Many news stories, both real and fake, involve some degree of 
ridiculousness. Some people are biased to say “That’s crazy. It must be true, because nobody 
could make that up.” Others are biased in the other way, saying that anything high on the 
ridiculousness scale must be fiction, as something that crazy could never occur in real life (Evans 
1990). But, also remember, as we all “know,” sometimes truth IS stranger than fiction (e.g. 
Florida Man Meme or the Darwin Awards), and other times fiction looks surprisingly true. 
Why would anyone be interested in propagating fake news, anyway? One reason would 
be to use fake news to gain attention for advertising purposes. This phenomenon is called “click 
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bait,” such as the ubiquitous “Seventeen celebrities that have had botched plastic surgery ... You 
won’t believe number 11.” This is advertising plain and simple. A second reason would be that 
the fake news was originally put on a recognized parody or satire site, like The Onion, and then 
through one or two people who did not get it, retweeted the story as real news with staggering 
indignation, and the second life begins of a fake story began as real news. Once the story 
has made a lap around the Internet, people will begin to recognize it, in a “I heard about that,” 
but are experiencing source blindness. Source blindness occurs when you remember the 
information but not where it came from. Research has shown that individuals are much more 
likely to remember the story than remember where the story came from (Johnson, Hashtroudi, 
and Lindsay 1993). Lastly, and this is the worst-case scenario, fake news could be intentionally 
created to confuse fact and fiction. Knowledge of these psychological processes helps us 
understand that fake news is easily believable because it is either so prevalent, or seems to 
fit with our beliefs, or just feels right. 
 
—excerpt from Real or Fake? Resources for Teaching College Students How to Identify Fake 














Lesson 4: How Can we Defend ourselves from Fake News? 
New York State Next Generation Common Core Standards 
 
11-12W7: Gather relevant information from multiple sources, using advanced searches 
effectively; assess the strengths and limitations of each source in terms of the task, purpose, and 
audience; integrate information into the text selectively to maintain the flow of ideas; avoid 
plagiarism, overreliance on one source, and follow a standard format for citation. 
11-12SL2: Integrate multiple sources of information presented in diverse formats (e.g., including 
visual, quantitative, and oral). Evaluate the credibility and accuracy of each source, and note any 
discrepancies among the data to make informed decisions and solve problems.  
11-12SL1: Initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions with diverse 
partners on complex topics, texts, and issues; express ideas clearly and persuasively, and build 
on those of others. 
11-12SL4: Present claims, findings, and supporting evidence, conveying a clear and distinct 
perspective; alternative or opposing perspectives are addressed; organization, development, 
substance, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience. 
Learning Objectives 
 
1. I can research and learn about one information literacy skill 
 
2. I can share what I have learned with my peers 
 






1. Teacher will play the following video on the “backfire effect" 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wm_NgnZrGbg) on smartboard or television 
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2. Teacher will lead a brief class discussion in which students will be encouraged to share 
their thoughts on this phenomenon. Teacher may ask questions such as: 
a. Why do you think people are susceptible to the backfire effect? 
b. Have you ever doubled down on your beliefs in the face of contrary evidence? 
c. After hearing the advice in the video, how might you combat the backfire effect in 
real life? 
3. Teacher will then ask two or three students to raise their hands and share one thing that 
they learned in this unit so far. 
Activity: 
 
1. Teacher will separate students into 11 groups (or have 11 students work individually). In 
a class with fewer students, teacher may choose to assign some groups multiple skills to 
research. If a group is presenting on more than one skill, it is recommended that they be 
assigned two “less challenging” skills, or one “less challenging” and one “more 
challenging” skill.  
2. Teacher will assign each group one information literacy skill/strategy from the List of 
Information Literacy Skills and Strategies 
3. Each group will be responsible for researching their assigned skill or strategy and 
preparing a 5-minute presentation on the skill/strategy to their classmates. Students may 
use books, the internet, and/or other resources to conduct their research 
4. Peer learning: When students have completed their research and prepared their 
presentations, each group will present to their classmates and teach them about their 
assigned information literacy skill or strategy. As groups present on their strategy, the 
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Teacher should ask students if they have questions about any of the skills or strategies 
that were shared. The group who presented on the strategy in question should be given 
the opportunity to answer any remaining questions from their peers. However, if the 
presenting group is unable to answer a peer’s question, the teacher should attempt to 
answer, ensuring that all students have a thorough understanding of these skills. These 
skills and strategies will be required for the next lesson in this unit.  
Assessment 
Formative: Students will be graded on their ability to conduct thorough research and 
present one information literacy skill/strategy to their peers. Suggested point values (may 
be adjusted in order to fit teacher’s grading system): 
a. (5 points) Group explains in detail what their skill/strategy is and how it is used 
b. (5 points) Group explains how this skill or strategy helps people avoid falling for 
fake news/misinformation 
c. (5 points) Group explains strengths and weaknesses of this skill or strategy 
d. (3 points) Group provides sources for their research 











List of Information Literacy Skills 
 





1. Backtracking/Finding the original source 
 
 
2. The CRAAP Method 
 
 








5. Check for potential bias  
 
 
6. Check the author or organization’s credibility 
 
 





8. Look for multiple sources 
 
 
9. Reverse Image Search 
 
 
10. Check the URL and format of the website 
 
 






Information Literacy Guide Part Four 
 
Directions: As your classmates present, please complete this section of your Information 

























The CRAAP Method 
 

























The Ultimate Cheatsheet for Critical Thinking 
 



















































Check for Potential Bias 






















Check the author or organization’s credibility 
 





























Use libraries and librarians as resources 
 






















Look for multiple sources 
 





























Reverse Image Search 
 






















Check the URL and format of the website 
 




































































Lesson 5: Practicing Information Literacy 
New York State Next Generation Common Core Standards 
 
11-12R5: In informational texts, analyze the impact and evaluate the effect structure has on 
exposition or argument in terms of clarity, persuasive/rhetorical technique, and audience appeal. 
(RI) 
11-12R7: In informational texts, integrate and evaluate sources on the same topic or argument in 
order to address a question, or solve a problem. (RI) 
11-12R9: Choose and develop criteria in order to evaluate the quality of texts. Make connections 
to other texts, ideas, cultural perspectives, eras, and personal experiences. (RI&RL) 
11-12W5: Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and 
research. Apply the grade 11/12 Reading Standards to both literary and informational text, where 
applicable. 
11-12W7: Gather relevant information from multiple sources, using advanced searches 
effectively; assess the strengths and limitations of each source in terms of the task, purpose, and 
audience; integrate information into the text selectively to maintain the flow of ideas; avoid 




1. I can use three (3) information literacy skills and/or strategies to determine whether a 
news article is real or fake 








1. Teacher will begin class by briefly asking a few students to share what they have learned 
so far. Next, the teacher will show a list of headlines from news articles and offer 
students the chance to choose which news article they want to use for their case study.  
a. The teacher should not reveal which articles are real and which are fake.  
b. The teacher may impose a maximum number of students who can choose each 
article. This can ensure that students don’t all cluster on only a few articles.  
2. Once students have selected their articles, teacher should lead an informal class 
discussion in which each student is asked to make predictions about whether their article 
is real or fake. 
Activity: 
1. Teacher will provide students with links or printouts of their chosen news articles. 
2. Students will use computers to read their news articles and begin working on their case 
studies using the Case Study Worksheet. 
a. Each case study should utilize three information literacy skills and/or strategies to 
determine whether an article is real or fake.  
b. Students who utilize the CRAAP Method or the Ultimate Cheatsheet for Critical 










Teacher will display the news article headlines in the front of the classroom and read 
each headline aloud. After reading each headline, teacher will stop and ask students who 
worked on this article to raise their hands and share: 
a. Whether they think this article is real or fake 
b. One skill they used to determine whether the article was real or fake and what that 
skill revealed about their chosen article 
Assessment 
Summative: Students will turn in their case study worksheets for a grade. Suggested point 
values (may be adjusted in order to fit teacher’s grading system): 
a. (3 points) Completed the three introduction questions 
b. (5 points) Correctly applied first information literacy to news article 
c. (5 points) Correctly applied second information literacy strategy to chosen news 
article 
d. (5 points) Correctly applied third information literacy strategy to chosen news 
article 
e. (2 points) Correctly identified news article as real or fake/misleading in 
conclusion section 
f. (3 points) in conclusion section, student identified at least one reason that it is 
important for people to know whether this news article is real or fake - identified 
a consequence of believing/not believing the news presented in this article 
g. (2 points) Provides personal opinion on whether information literacy is 
important/useful and explains why or why not in conclusion section. 
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Real News Articles 
 
1. Feral Cats in Australia Sentenced to Death by Sausage  
 
2. Billionaire tech mogul Bill Gates reveals he banned his children from mobile phones 
until they turned 14  
 
3. Domino’s Pizza Repaves Potholes In Milford, Delaware  
 
4. Amazon paid no federal taxes on $11.2 billion in profits last year  
 
Fake/Misleading News Articles 
5. BREAKING: Illegal Muslim From Iran Arrested for Starting California Wildfires  
 
6. NASA SHOCK: Huge 'alien herd of animals found in space probe images of Mars'  
 
7. Mars Rover Captures Photo of Growing “Mushrooms”  
 
8. World’s elite try to WIPE OUT all knowledge and use of natural cures, while they 
privately use them for their own longevity  
 
9. Judge Sentences Lori Loughlin To 100 Hours Of Community Theater  
 
10. Are You On Donald Trump’s ‘Kill’ List? Stickers On Your Mailbox Will Determine 



















List of News Article Headlines 
 
1. Billionaire tech mogul Bill Gates reveals he banned his children from mobile phones 
until they turned 14 
2. NASA SHOCK: Huge 'alien herd of animals found in space probe images of Mars' 
3. Domino’s Pizza Repaves Potholes In Milford, Delaware 
4. Amazon paid no federal taxes on $11.2 billion in profits last year 
5. BREAKING: Illegal Muslim From Iran Arrested for Starting California Wildfires 
6. Are You On Donald Trump’s ‘Kill’ List? Stickers On Your Mailbox Will Determine 
Your Fate 
7. Mars Rover Captures Photo of Growing “Mushrooms” 
8. World’s elite try to WIPE OUT all knowledge and use of natural cures, while they 
privately use them for their own longevity 
9. Judge Sentences Lori Loughlin To 100 Hours Of Community Theater 




































































































































World’s elite try to WIPE OUT all knowledge and use of natural cures, while they 







































Alternative Lesson/Optional Homework Assignment: Create 
a Fake News Story 
 
1. Teacher will task students with using what they have learned from this unit to create their 
own fake news story.  
2. Before creating their story, students should consider the hypothetical motivations behind 
their piece, what one would hope to accomplish by spreading this story, and how they can 
come up with a story that can fool others.  
3. Students should be encouraged to be creative and use resources such as Photoshop, video 

















Chapter Four: Conclusion 
 
 Throughout the 1990s and 2000s, few stopped to wonder whether there could possibly be 
a downside to global interconnectedness. Instead, Techno-Utopianism was so prevalent as to be 
an almost foregone conclusion. However, as much of the world learned in the 2010s, the internet 
and social media were less like the printing press and more like the atom bomb, in that they 
could be incredibly dangerous in the wrong hands. Unfortunately, the difference is that unlike the 
atom bomb, the internet is available to nearly everybody. This means that any person with an 
opinion—sincerely held or not, true or not—can instantly share that opinion with the world. We 
are quickly finding out that the dangers of a few centralized information sources may actually 
pale in comparison to the dangers of many decentralized and personalized streams of 
information. In the days when a few media giants controlled a single, nationally agreed-upon 
narrative, it was acceptable and even perfectly logical to view information literacy as a skill set 
specific to those in journalism and related fields. As long as a few fact-checkers were trained to 
be ethical and integrous, America’s fourth estate could sort and verify information for the rest of 
the citizenry. Now, in an age when fake news reaches more people, more quickly than real news 
(Meyer, 2018), it is clear that information literacy skills must be taught to all people, including 
those who were previously thought to be digital natives (Wineberg, et al., 2016). Given the fact 
that ELA teachers have traditionally been responsible for teaching all manner of literacy skills, it 
seems apparent that teaching information literacy would fall squarely on the shoulders of ELA 
teachers as well. 
 There is still much to be learned about fake news and other types of misinformation, and 
much work to be done in addressing these issues. While this project reflects the best-known 
methods for fighting fake news, more research is needed to determine whether more effective 
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and/or more efficient alternatives may exist. It is not yet known if current or future efforts from 
corporate and political entities may assist educators in the fight against fake news, though 
research in this area is certainly worthwhile. In addition, this author proposes that the Common 
Core Standards be updated to contain clear and comprehensive information literacy 
requirements, starting at the elementary level and increasing in scope and complexity throughout 
the secondary level. This will make true information literacy a primary goal of ELA, rather than 
a secondary goal justified only through creative application of existing standards. Finally, more 
research is needed on how to reverse the damage already inflicted by the last two decades of 
information warfare. As of now, there is uncertainty surrounding the best approach to changing 
the hearts and minds of those who have been taken in by radical and/or unscientific views.  
 If educators are either unwilling or unable to adapt to the new demands presented by 
recent technological advancements, it is not an exaggeration to suggest that democracy as we 
know it may very well cease to exist. After all, a democracy in which hostile foreign nations are 
able to significantly influence policy and presidential elections with algorithms and 
disinformation can hardly be called a democracy. Worse still, failure to address this issue may 
carry with it a great human cost, as history has shown possible time and again. Thus, it is 
imperative that schools, educators, librarians, policymakers, and all who believe in the value of 
self-determination unite on all fronts to combat misinformation in its many forms, including and 
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